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moments are fleeting. they happen in the smallest fraction of time.

some are moments of clarity...

...others moments of confusion,

Such as this one.

a shift,
a shift of
power, a shift
in destiny.

why did he let
us go? couldn’t he
have blamed the
murder on us?

he could,
but he will
not.

I don’t
understand.
what just
happened?

we just
accerlated
the time
table.
that
wasn’t what
we agreed!
- at least
not yet.

it was time.
all the pieces
are in place.

it’s
begun.
you’re
needed.

as
agreed.

Now
the fun
begins.

taking
out the
garbage.

so
what’s the
first step?
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Are you sure
this is the time?
there are still so
many pieces to
put into place.
What if...

just do as I
say. you’re in too
deep to start thinking
for yourself.

we’re all playing
a dangerous game. the
stakes are high for
all of us.

for some
more than
others.

in fact, the
games are about to
become more dangerous
than ever before.

wilshire!
What....
we must
prepare.
...up there?

...happened...
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we’ve got
trouble.

there are
some things best
left forgotten,
my friend. Things that
those in power
would deny
even exist...

...or had
ever
existed.
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this is one
such thing. a relic
of the past, that
will point us to
the future.

what
is that
thing?
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how can
that...freak...be
power?
it’s disgusting an abomination.
power.

there is more to
power than strength,
or influence, there is
knowledge...
knowledge
of what?
of
what came
before.
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so, my
old friend, I
see that you have
found another
leash.

how many
masters have
you served over
the years?

things may
not unfold
the way you
expect.

no more
than you
have, or
will.

I expect
nothing. I
know, old
friend.
Your belief in
what you think
you have achieved
will be your
undoing.

my triumph is
complete. it is not
I who face the
unknown.

the unknown
is of no concern
to me, and it is
the known that
should concern
you.

you speak in
riddles of
foresight and
illusion, old man.

an illusion that will
threaten your reality,
and challenge your
misbegotten creation.
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Welcome to the Outcaste Journal. In this issue, weʼd like to share a few of the
letters weʼve received.
This artwork is fantastic. What I like about these graphic novels is that you
peek inside out of curiosity and then realize you should have put on your seatbelt because some wild curves come at you right away. Donʼt you walk around
afterward wondering whatʼs really going on underground beneath your feet?
— Margie Porter
I spend a lot of time wondering whatʼs going on beneath my feet, Margie,
but that may just be because of all the recent earthquake activity in Texas due
to advanced oil harvesting techniques.
Forgotten City is fast-paced and fascinates me with its sheer depth, multilayered scenarios. You are master storytellers. I visualize this dome/
outcaste/underground world within the realm of possibilities here. I canʼt
help identifying with the characters. Dirt could be my nephew. The story
twists keep me on edge. I was shocked with Enforcerʼs murderous game. I
cheered Prophetʼs response. Immediately, you then stunned me as Prophet
mentioned the new seed planted. Canʼt wait to follow this journey. — #82
Thanks, for writing, #82 (can I call you # for short?) The writing team on the
book deﬁnitely keeps the readers guessing. If you think itʼs been a wild ride
so far, wait until you get to the end of issue 5!
Each issue offers insightful writing that leads one along a journey that is at
times uncomfortable. Like a train wreck, you have to see what happens next.
The artwork is incredible, with a very unique style. — Kathy Smith
Thanks!

We love to hear more from our readers,
so please let us know what you like,
what you skimmed over, and what
youʼd like to see more of.
Send your comments to:

OutcasteJournal@kiddomino.com
Please be sure to mark your emails
“OK to Print.”

Paul Benjamin

ART PRINTS

Choose from a
large assortment
of quality prints
Prints are reproduced in a standard 11x14”
matte. Each is $15, plus $5 for shipping and
handling. Make checks payable to:
Kid Domino, LLC
P.O. Box 128
Kirklin, IN 46050

ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE AT

www.kiddomino.com
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FORGOTTEN CITY
TRADE PAPERBACK

KID DOMINO is proud to
present the all-inclusive compilation
of Issues 1-5 of “Forgotten City.”
Follow the Outcaste rebels on their
quest to survive the evils of a
corrupt dystopian society.

